Sept. 2, 1948

Worked the Rio Grande along the Pueblo. Since as discussed there is water in the upper "lake" at Valverde, but none in the stream; water in Rio Pecos in its middle which was in its course on lower reaches. Dry until above Black Rock Res. & a small trickle at 10 N 218 W Sect 12.


R. about nearly dry, 1. large x deep. Stream small 1/4 mile above dam, dry below. All fish dead. Hot.

Rio Pecos at 10 N 217 W Sect 9. Elevation 7600


Agua a 7 more 0 in of then in P.
Sept. 2, 48#2

Nutrie dam #2. Elev. 6775. Big roughy 50%. Condition v. fluctuation moderate. 28 ft. w 87.

Tin. 1541. Cloudy. WWT. Cat. Bit. Veg. space.

Fil. algae. Stone meadow. Watered Point juniper.

Cap. 16, 9 5. 1345-1400. 70 ft. from shore. depth to 3 ft.

Not fished thoroughly as nature just are very scarce on alinex. Semi fish hot.

Fished in a backwatie. Water turned from wind. Fished an exposed shore.


Fished on exposed shore. All fish

wore. Lake very shallow, bottom flat & firm

in 2 kob. 3 ft. of water.